Design Thinking

Story:
In a typical Oil and Gas industry, field worker goes to plant and perform work. Before going
to plant there are several activities to be followed (Assuming Industry is using SAP Plant
Maintenance module):
1. Work Order with its component (Functional location, Equipment etc.) gets created in
SAP Backend
2. Work Order gets assigned to a particular field worker or a crew
3. If crew is using mobile device (Ex SAP Work manager) then they receive work
orders on handheld or without mobile application they get print outs.
4. Next step is to obtain Permit to Work before entering to plant and to do so they
perform below tasks:
(a) Fill permit to work form with the work order details and submit to supervisor. This
is a duplicate effort of data entering.
(b) Go to the counter and stand in queue to submit the form
(c) After getting the form supervisor checks the filled details and confirms from SAP
System. Again duplicate effort.
(d) Next day worker goes to counter and stand in a queue to collect the signed
form. If not signed then repeat the process.
(e) After collecting the signed form move to plant
(f) At the entrance again there is a queue, inspector checks the signed form
(g) After checking worker is allowed to plant and execute the work
How to solve the duplication of effort and streamline the process?
SAP Fiori will be a savior of field worker and supervisor. Supervisor will be given a iPad
with Fiori application Permit to Work.
How this application will work?
1. As soon as work order is dispatched to field worker then at same time permit to
work request will be sent to supervisor with work order details and worker details.
Manual filling of Permit to Work form can be eliminated.
2. Supervisor will launch the Fiori launch pad and open the Permit to Work application.
He need not login to SAP to cross check the information because all the information
is being sent from SAP backend itself.
3. Supervisor can then approves or rejects the Permit to Work request with comments
4. After the supervisor action, a notification will be sent to Field Worker and Plant
inspector in their Fiori Generic Inbox.
Conclusion:
Huge time saving per man day by eliminating paper based manual work.
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